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Louis Gary
Bio + CV, 2022
Plaster, paint
22 x 29 x 1 cm



Louis Gary’s playful approach to art is grounded in a daring and 
impeccable workmanship. Working across sculpture, painting 
and photography, he creates a consciousness-altering universe 
where embossed sculptures are arranged in unfamiliar syntax, 
their narrative intertwined with a clumsy psychoanalysis that links 
together the grotesque, poetry and black humor. The precision 
and the straightforward attitude in his use of colour positions 
the latter as the main ingredient of sculptural form. He uses his 
photographic practice to recreate the sensitive background of his 
work, anchoring it in a history of forms that plays its own ambiguities 
without irony. 
Positioned somewhere between a gallery of portraits, naïve 
landscapes and simple depictions of everyday objects, these 
works question the notions of distance and scale—between 
human beings and things, between thought patterns and emotions, 
between memory and presence. Embracing a great sensory 
and formal liberty, Louis Gary’s works are inspired by non-dualist 
traditions in philosophy as well as the democratizing stance of the 
Arts & Crafts movement, seeking a more direct relationship with 
viewers through figurative juxtapositions from everyday lives of men 
and women in ordinary settings. This humility and simplicity is also 
at work in his material process: his bas-reliefs are produced by 
combining simple materials such as wood, styrofoam and painted 
plaster, with techniques from façade design, movie set decoration 
and model-making. 
As an exploration of the relationship between furniture and 
sculpture, between the use value of decorative objects and 
their animistic presence and potentials, Louis Gary’s work is a 
humorous celebration of contemplation, the supernatural and the 
carnival, offering a lookout into a new consideration of the world, 
gestures and things. 

Louis Gary (1982, Rennes), lives and works in Burgundy, France
Louis Gary studied at the Ecole Régionale des Beaux-Arts in 
Nantes, at the Ecole Nationale Supérieure de la Photographie in 
Arles and at the Ecole Supérieure des Beaux-Arts in Marseille. His 
recent solo exhibitions include Et le coeur devient un flacon de 
parfum, Le Poctb, Orléans, 2021; You Wanted it Darker, Glassbox, 
Paris, 2020; Magic Saliva, Semiose Galerie, 2019; Mathilde et 
Mylène ; L’Ahah, Paris, 2019. His work has been included in group 
shows at The Pill © Istanbul (2022); Le Radar - Centre d’art actuel 
(Bayeux, 2022); Fondation d’Entreprise Ricard, Paris (2018); Le 
Confort Moderne, Poitiers (2018); Glassbox, Paris (2016); Moly 
Sabata, Sablons (2014) among others. He has so far published two 
artist books: Bonjour Alan (Zool Editions, 2021) and Ici (September 
Books, 2020).
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LOUIS GARY
1982, Rennes. Lives and works in Burgundy.

Education
2007 DNSEP Ecole Supérieure des Beaux-Arts, Marseille, FR
 Ecole Nationale Supérieure de la Photographie, Arles, FR 
2003 DNAP École des beaux-arts Nantes Saint-Nazaire, Nantes, 
FR 

Solo Exhibitions
2023 Catapult, THE PILL, Istanbul, TR
2021 Et le coeur devient un flacon de parfum, Le Poctb, Orléans, 
FR
2020 You Wanted It Darker, Glassbox, Paris, FR
2019 Magic Saliva, Semiose [Project Space], Paris, FR
 Mathilde & Mylène, L’Ahah, Paris,FR
 Le Monde Connu, Le Confort Moderne, Poitiers, FR
2018 Cameran Man, Gallery High, Poznan, PL
2016 Petit Lever, Villa Belleville, Paris, FR
2012 Serpeuil, Le Bureau, Paris, FR
2011 La Salle de Fruit, La Maison Rouge / Fondation Antoine de 
Galbert, Paris, FR

Group Exhibitions
2022 Ponzi’s Pyramid, Valérie Delaunay, Paris, FR
 Se laisser prendre au jeu, Le Radar, Bayeux, FR
 AS IF IT COULDN’T - 6th Anniversary Group Show, THE 
PILL, Istanbul, TR
2021 Novembre à Vitry, Galerie Jean Collet, Vitry sur Seine, FR
 I do not care, A2Z Art Gallery, Paris, FR
2020 Crash / Temple Magazine, 35 rue du Faubourg Saint Denis, 

Paris, FR
2019 Novembre à Vitry, Galerie Jean Collet, Vitry sur Seine, FR
2018 INTOTO 6, Fondation d’Entreprise Ricard, Paris, FR
 Feed me with your kiss, Le Confort Moderne, Poitiers, FR
2017 : - ), Under Construction Gallery, Paris, FR
 L’œil du Cèdre, parcours Artère, Miramont-de-Guyenne, FR
 La Confrérie du bois Pt. 1, Les  ges Farouches, centre d’art 
Rurart, Rouillé, FR
2016 Autofictions, Under Construction Gallery, Paris, FR
 Polder II, Glassbox, Paris, FR
2015 Home Alone, La Laverie, Paris, FR
 L’image comme lieu, Galerie Michèle Chomette, Paris, FR
2014 La Loutre et La Poutre, Moly-Sabata, Sablons, FR
2013 Dans la maison de Monsieur C. #1 & 2, Cramont, FR
 La collection du Bureau, Atelier Ergastule, Nancy, FR
 Die Schönen Tage / Les beaux jours, Atelier Rouart, Paris, 
FR
2012 Outre-Forêt #4, Le 6B, Saint-Denis, FR
2011 Butin !, galerie Maxence Malbois, Paris, FR
 Pâques Molles, 32 rue du Faubourg Saint-Martin, Paris, FR
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WORKS AND EXHIBITIONS



8 Exhibition view, Catapult, The PILL, İstanbul, 2023.



Louis Gary
Untitled (84), 2021
Styrofoam, plaster, paint
42 x 50 x 2 cm



10

« (…) I’ve just been offered a monograph of a recently deceased 
artist, whose work has obsessed me for a year or two now. Paintings 
of figured waves, dot pattern rendered images ; everything dim, but 
precise, totally hypnotic. Honestly I don’t know what this work is 
all about, I can’t see a front or a back door and I love that, it’s so 
precious.
(…) I have the feeling that we don’t trust any human production 
(artifacts, behaviors, thoughts) if we can’t reverse-engineer it, 
find the code, the discourse it leans upon ; I guess living in a 
technological civilization doesn’t help. Or it’s rather the feeling that 
discourse tends to occupy everything, as if our shapes, our colors, 
our sounds alone were suspect. Indeed, our shapes, colors, 
sounds, whatever, are suspect, and that’s what they are very good 
at ; language is ambiguous, we can learn from that. There is a 
parallel between all that and my approach as an artist (…) Working 
on my bas-reliefs, I give much room to intuitions, memories, child-
like fads, glimpses; also I develop a visual language that’s colorful, 
clear, defined, iconic, accessible, and I play with this language. I 
trust it, I distrust it, I pretend both and leave no brush mark. I try 
to carry this language further and further, and to put a stop right 
before it may generate discourse (…) »



Exhibition view, Catapult, The PILL, İstanbul, 2023.11



Louis Gary
Untitled (92), 2021
Styrofoam, plaster, paint
42 x 58 x 3 cm



Exhibition view, Catapult, The PILL, 18.01.2023-08.04.2023.13



Louis Gary
Untitled (114), 2021
Styrofoam, plaster, paint
73 x 10 x 15 cm



Louis Gary
Untitled (105), 2021
Styrofoam, plaster, paint
58 x 85 x 2 cm



Exhibition view, Catapult, The PILL, İstanbul, 2023.16



17 Exhibition view, Catapult, The PILL, İstanbul, 2023.



Louis Gary
Untitled (66), 2021
Styrofoam, plaster, paint
30 x 34 x 4 cm



Exhibition view, Catapult, The PILL, İstanbul, 2023.19



Louis Gary
Untitled (108), 2021
Styrofoam, plaster, paint
56 x 93 x 6 cm



Exhibition view, Catapult, The PILL, İstanbul, 2023.21



Louis Gary
Split, 2019
Styrofoam, plaster, paint
42 x 50 x 10 cm



Exhibition view, Catapult, The PILL, İstanbul, 2023.23



Louis Gary
Untitled (110), 2021
Styrofoam, plaster, paint
17 x 24 x 10 cm



Exhibition view, Catapult, The PILL, İstanbul, 2023.25



26 Exhibition view, Catapult, The PILL, İstanbul, 2023.



Louis Gary
Wassertrum, 2022
Styrofoam, plaster, paint and 
embedded bluetooth speakers



Exhibition view, Catapult, The PILL, İstanbul, 2023.28



Louis Gary
Untitled (63), 2021
Styrofoam, plaster, paint
28 x 32 x 5 cm

Louis Gary
Untitled (76), 2021
Styrofoam, plaster, paint
35 x 48 x 4 cm



Left to right
Philadelphia, 2022, Plaster, paint, 40 x 50 x 2 cm.
Fontaines, 2022, Plaster, paint, 53 x 60 x 5 cm.
Blue, 2022, Plaster, paint, 28 x 35 x 3 cm.



Left to right
As, 2022, Plaster, paint, 28 x 36 x 4 cm.
Untitled (69), 2021, Styrofoam, plaster, paint, 38 x 47 x 4 cm.
Untitled (61), 2021, Styrofoam, plaster, paint, 30 x 33 x 2 cm.
Untitled (Magic Saliva 4), 2019, Styrofoam, plaster, paint, 37 x 30 x 6 cm.



Louis Gary
Night Shift, 2020, 
Styrofoam, plaster, paint, 
36 x 44 x 4 cm 

Louis Gary
Untitled (101), 2021
Styrofoam, plaster, paint
38 x 48 x 2 cm



Exhibition view, Catapult, The PILL, İstanbul, 2023.33



Cats crying over an apparently sparkling surface
Fiona Vilmer

Regardless of the language that utters them, repeating a word or a sentence like a material to knead 
ends up being captivating and disconcerting in the same movement. If we play at twisting these 
scattered words or these sentences of coherent syntax, their meaning fades away to become 
something else, in favor of a visualization without apparent continuity. After having seen the work of 
Louis Gary in exhibition contexts or during studio visits, the enigma posed by Lewis Carroll in Alice In 
Wonderland came to my mind several times : « Why is a raven like a writing desk ? » (1). As if each 
time, layers of matter and imagination were superimposed in front of his work’s syntax, allowing me to 
grasp a tip of the enigma, but whose meaning would continue to elude me. In Louis Gary’s work, there 
is a modelling of experiences that seem mismatched, but turn out to be wandering across the dazed 
language, memories, desires and also doubts. 
Let’s begin by the end. The titles of Louis Gary’s exhibitions such as Et le cœur devient un flacon de 
parfum (2), You wanted it darker (3), Mathilde & Mylène (4), or Magic Saliva (5) could each reference 
a poem, a hit song from the 1990s or a forgotten film by Eric Rohmer (6). If we circle back to Lewis 
Carroll, Magic Saliva could very well have been a handwritten inscription on the label of a vial so that the 
character of Alice regains her initial size, changes scale again or slips away from the adult world. These 
tracks are then obviously to be understood as stemming from a field of personal references. Beginning 
by the titles does not mark a desire to maintain Louis Gary’s work in an abstraction, on the contrary, they 
reveal both what his entire practice projects in concrete form and what it contains under short fictions, 
as humorous or psychodramatic as we may create without ever imposing a (unique) meaning.
Sculptures, photographs and bas-reliefs hold an autonomous space within Louis Gary’s practice, as 
much in the way they are thought, formed, as in their display. Considered as mediums passing from 
one production to another, the work of Louis Gary is in this sense, slithery. It would be tempting to 
add a few qualifiers to his practice such as absurd, childish, improbable, etc… but that would only 
carry on a suspension of meaning where the deliberately elusive language avoids all discourse, freeing 
formal intentions from any desire to question or conceptualize. Think about attempting the beginning 
of an answer or creating a story between the pieces and you will quickly realize that the bodies of the 
characters have disappeared, that the perspectives do not exist, and that the objects are what they are 
and perhaps already something else. As if somewhere, each one the pieces had its own logic tethered 
to its surface where colors knead the shapes. 
In Louis Gary’s earlier sculptures, seemingly banal objects, in sum, have a relative banality that would 
be determined more by the nature of the materials – mainly wood – than their appearance. The form of 
these sculptures is appropriate to its object, and can at times be close to furniture literally transcended 
by fruits, while some have a function that remains to be determined or left undetermined; there are also 
floating or rolling boats, others more static in the manner of modules placed on the ground or hung. I 
watch short video clips of some of these sculptures filmed in action; they have left the context of the 
exhibition for an outdoor setting which I assume is not far from the studio. These have become the 
archive of a sculptural practice. 
Over time, production has simplified their form, and the sculptures have gained in pictoriality through 
their covering in lacquered paint, and they participate in more garrulous situations. This time the 
sculptures take the shape of the object they dress while passing for a decoy. Some seem to be playing 
a skit, and take part in a game at the same time as they initiate it. The story of his sculptures draws close 
to a jumble of feelings, a certain speculation, almost defined by color.  More in volume, they participate 
as much in an infinite comedy as they each seem to take turns to replay the riddle posed to Alice. 
In 2018 in Wellington, New Zealand it is said that Louis Gary returns to photography; he takes a press 
camera out of his storage. Quickly perceived, these photographs would be the opposite of sculptures 

in black and white only. However, they have everything to do with the everyday mentioned previously. At 
the moment when you think you have come across a family photo album (again, a decoy), a wedding 
follows, children on the table, women at the car wheel or even people who tell their dreams whose 
poses are captured as an attitude rather than a staged scene. In this sense, the subject matter is 
quickly evacuated in favor of the medium and the objects that surround Louis Gary. The compositions 
hold together like sculptures, by a degree of strangeness or let’s say, of unusual quality. The editing of 
these photographs and their plasticity responds to a fetishism specific to each of the contexts either 
of the exhibition or of the publication (Ici, Bonjour Alan) while always preferring to discard an iconic 
presentation. The photographic language is above all for Louis Gary a question of daily and affective 
fictions deprived of their plot.
In his bas-reliefs, Louis Gary sculpts shapes made of styrofoam and plaster that take on colors in 
the manner of coloring pictures and whose gestures and techniques are those of house painters, 
facade designers or film decorators. The layers of lacquer cover and connect the forms, smoothing and 
coating them. These bas-reliefs are for Louis Gary paintings relieved from the relationship to Painting, as 
if the forms had ended up absorbing the window to preserve only the objects: « it is rather these things 
that come to see us and that are there » (7). We encounter portraits in all smiles, close-ups, lynxes in 
tears and situations where the scales grow larger or smaller adhering to a distance from things. The 
imaginary world present on the bulging surface  of these paintings is very close to us, filled with doubt 
and tender awkwardness, flirtation and laughter whose order of distribution seems cut off from all logic. 
Everything or almost everything characterizes the image of a moment of embarrassment or a carefully 
modeled foolishness giving way to a kind of storyboard of which we would not have all the frames. In 
this equivocation, the concrete side remains mysterious, the associations of the mind are confusing, 
yet with a very familiar resemblance retrieved from the ordinary.
If Louis Gary’s pieces are tinted with colors that become inlaid in the retina, we must consider this 
apparent brilliance, like a varnish, an epidermis under which a whole section of reality is compressed 
and to which it confers a tactility. Situations, figures and objects have something larger than words and 
reappear at their surface like the proof of an interiority which could not be successfully nor completely 
disguised. The friendships and the intimacy of Louis Gary weave through it but they also slip to the 
surface in order to keep the necessary distance to let us in. His work is produced out of an apprehension 
of gestures and inexpressible attentions that fill lived experience, as if to enlarge what, in actuality, does 
not take up space. Everywhere the forms are affective and try to function, their flexibility, almost like 
the least common denominator, holds in a balance devoid of any goal. Thus, like the enigma posed to 
Alice, there is an unsettled meaning in the sequence of forms and their changes.

(1) Lewis Carrol, Alice in Wonderland, Bibliothèque lattès. p163
(2) Et le cœur devient un flacon de parfum, exhibition at POCTB, Orléans, 13 January – 13 February 
2022.
(3) You wanted it darker, exhibition at Glassbox, Paris, 28 May – 13 June 2020
(4) Mathilde & Mylène, exhibition at l’Ahah, Paris, 9 May  - 29 Juin, 2019
(5) Magic Saliva, exhibition at Project Space, Semiose Galerie, Paris, 31 August – 15 September 2019
(6) A nod to the text written by Éva Prouteau for the exhibition Mathilde & Mylène at l’Ahah, Paris 9 May 
- 29 June 2019.
(7) Statements by the artist about the objects for the exhibition Et le cœur devient un flacon de parfum 
at POCTB, Orléans from 13 January to 13 February 2022.                                 



Louis Gary
Fountain Memories, 2022
Styrofoam, glass fibers, 
acrylic resin, paint
270 x 240 cm



Louis Gary
Bather, little swimmer, 2022
Plaster, paint
35 x 40 x 9 cm

Louis Gary
Finish him, 2022
Plaster, paint
40 x 60 x 5 cm



Louis Gary
Untitled (118), 2022, 
Plaster, paint, 
29 x 38 x 2 cm 

Louis Gary
No go, 2022, 
Plaster, paint, 
46 x 51 x 1 cm 



Louis Gary
Bastille day, 2022
Plaster, paint
43 x 53 x 5 cm



Left to right
Pazuzu, 2022, plaster, paint, 18 x 25 x 1 cm.
Untitled (115), 2021, Styrofoam, plaster, paint, 35 x 47 x 2 cm.
Untitled (Magic Saliva 4), 2019, Styrofoam, plaster, paint, 37 x 30 x 6 cm.



Louis Gary
Ginette, 2022
Plaster, paint
33 x 38 x 3 cm



Louis Gary
Roady, 2022
Plaster, paint
40 x 48 x 5 cm

Louis Gary
Untitled (121), 2022
Plaster, paint
23 x 26 x 2 cm



Louis Gary
Untitled (74), 2021
Styrofoam, plaster, paint
25 x 32 x 2 cm



Louis Gary
Oyster, pearl, 2022
Plaster, paint
22 x 29 x 4 cm



Louis Gary
Par Cat, 2019
Wood, styrofoam, plaster, paint
36 x 48 x 4 cm

Louis Gary
Blood Sausage, 2019
Wood, styrofoam, plaster, 
paint



Louis Gary
Machine, 2022
Plaster, paint
27 x 43 x 4 cm



Louis Gary
Heaven’s Gate, 2018
Styrofoam, plaster, paint
198 x 98 x 5 cm
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Louis Gary
Fiber Based, 2019
Wood, styrofoam, plaster, 
paint
33 x 58 x 11 cm



Louis Gary
Time, 2019
Styrofoam, wood, plaster, paint
50 x 37 x 2 cm



Exhibition view, Le Pays Ou Le Ciel Est Toujours Bleu, Orléans, 2022.49



Louis Gary
Untitled 90, 2021
Styrofoam, plaster, paint
35 x 60 x 5 cm



Exhibition view, Le Pays Ou Le Ciel Est Toujours Bleu, Orléans, 2022.51



Louis Gary
Untitled (67), 2021
Polystyrene, plaster and 
paint
36 x 41 x 6 cm

Louis Gary
Untitled 87, 2022
Plaster and paint
40 x 56 x 6 cm



Luquet-Gad, Ingrid (ed.). New Art Scales. Paris: JBE Books/THE PILL, Octobre 2022.

Louis Gary
Le Plan Manon, 2022
Printed photographs on Pe Mesh, Pet Film Light Filter Strips
Variable dimensions (From 9 x 12 To 45 x 55 cm)



Louis Gary
Oyster, pearl, 2022
Plaster, paint
22 x 29 x 4 cm



55 Exhibition view, La Borne in Loches, France, 2021.

‘‘La Borne is a mobile container with windows that displays 
contemporary art in a huge area of the geographic center 
of France’s - many beautiful cities with crazy middle age 
architecture. I chose to make a very very simple show with 4 
works, I did not want it to look like a tourist gift shop.’’
 



Louis Gary
Untitled (100), 2021
Styrofoam, plaster, paint
38 x 48 x 5 cm



Louis Gary
Untitled (95), 2021
Styrofaom, plaster, paint
29 x 38 x 6 cm



58 Exhibition view, La Borne in Loches, France, 2021.



Exhibition view, La Borne in Loches, France, 2021.59



Exhibition view, La Borne in Loches, France, 2021.60



Louis Gary
Untitled 97, 2021
Polystyrene, plaster and paint
39x50x7cm



Exhibition view, Mathilde et Mylène, l’Ahah, Paris, 2019.62



Exhibition view, Mathilde et Mylène, l’Ahah, Paris, 2019.



Exhibition view, Mathilde et Mylène, l’Ahah, Paris, 2019.



Exhibition view, Mathilde et Mylène, l’Ahah, Paris, 2019.



Louis Gary
Mathilde et Mylène, 2019
Styrofoam, plaster, paint
120 x 120 cm



Exhibition view, Le Monde Connu, Le Confort Moderne, Poitiers, 2019.67



Exhibition view, Le Monde Connu, Le Confort Moderne, Poitiers, 2019.68



Exhibition view, Le Monde Connu, Le Confort Moderne, Poitiers, 2019.69



Exhibition view, Le Monde Connu, Le Confort Moderne, Poitiers, 2019.



Exhibition view, Le Monde Connu, Le Confort Moderne, Poitiers, 2019.



Exhibition view, Le Monde Connu, Le Confort Moderne, Poitiers, 2019.7



TEXTS AND BOOKS



ICI
A book by Louis Gary
September Books
28 x 38 cm 
100 pages
Gelatin silver prints in PMMA + PEHD frames
Excerpts from a series of 60 plates.
Edition of 1 + 1 + 1 AP
Printed in Poland in September 2020

Louis Gary for the images, September Books for the first edition. 
A photographic research in New Zealand, January - June 2018.











  BONJOUR ALAN
A book by Louis Gary
Same Dust Editor
23 x 28.5 cm
44 pages
31 tritone plates
Softcover with dust jacket
Design by Alan Eglinton, Johan Attia & Louis Gary
Edition of 300 copies (first 100 copies signed)
Printed in South Korea in November 2021

His photographic practice isn’t based on any clearly stated projects and 
seeks for ways of bringing the sub-genres, impasses and beliefs related 
to the photographic medium together. 
Photographers usually look for an excuse to not be their friend’s wedding 
photographer. In BONJOUR ALAN, Louis Gary deals with the matter in 
his own tender and lopsided fashion.
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